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Hello FINRA,

I've been doing a lot of reading and recently read the book Naked, Short and Greedy by Dr. Trimbath.  While I know
that there are other sides to the story, perhaps, the picture that was painted was one of poor oversight on stocks, not
holding the companies to their legal delivery dates, failures to deliver completely, naked short selling on a massive
scale, to the extent that companies can be shorted to bankruptcy, etc..

As a long term investor, I am very concerned about these issues and that the SEC, DTC and FINRA have not
stopped the illegal manufacturing of shares or "phantom shares" and the FTD's.  While I know a few minor fines
have been imposed, the problem is rampant and the money being made at the expense of American entrepreneurs
and small and even large businesses is vast.

I am currently watching what is happening with Gamestop, and am very concerned about the naked shorting and
FTD issue, hiding shorts with options, and other tactics to hurt this gaming company and it's long investors.  The use
of dark pools and HFT at a level of 80% of a day's trading on some days, is not what I would call a fair and open
market.

I hope that we all, the investors of America, can look forward to the rules and laws being enforced in an appropriate
manner for the amount of manipulation and illegality being done every day to our market system and stocks.

My Roth and Simple are in cash now, as I now longer trust the system.  I am a long term GME investor, and I am
not manipulating the market by liking the company and believing it will do great things going forward by holding
the stock.  Unfortunately, the story isn't painted that there is gross market manipulation, illegal naked shorting, and
failure to delivers.  Rather, it is being painted that a group of investors who like a stock are trying to manipulate the
price by holding said stock.  This is a travesty of what's really going on here, and I hope you will correctly enforce
the laws being broken.  As a boomer and long term investor (at heart), I look forward to seeing this happen.  Thank
you for reading this.


